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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

1 . A telecommunications device, comprising:

a local area network; and

a sender coupled to the network and operable to generate a message packet

comprising an arbitration code and a damp^j^et, the sender operable to communicate a

first value ofthe arbitration code using th®^t^ork and to determine a network value, the

sender operable to compare the first value With the network value to determine whether

the sender may communicate the data packet using the network.

10 2. The device of Claim 1, wherein the device is a switching unit fiarther

comprising a backplane and the network comprises a control bus.

3. The deviae of Claim 1, wherein the message packet is a physical layer

message packet and the dataWcket comprises a message packet associated with a higher

level protocol selected from tni^group consisting of:

Internet Protocol (IP);

Transmission Control Proto^l (TCP); and

User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

4. The device of Claim 1, wherei\the arbitration code comprises:

a message priority code; and

a sender address.

25

5. The device ofClaim 1, wherein the sender fs operable to determine that it

may not communicate the data packet ifthe first value does not;^ match the network value.

6. The device of Claim 1, ydherein the sender is fiirther operable to

communicate a second value of the arbitrs Ji mcode using the network if the first value

matches the network value.

30
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T. The device of Claim 6, wherein the first and second values of the

arbitration code are selected fi-om the group consisting of:

first and second message priority code values;

a first messagepriority code value and a second sender address value; and

first and second sVider address values.

8. The device of O^laim 1, fiirther comprising a second sender coupled to the

network and operable to generatesa second message packet comprising an arbitration code

and a data packet, the second sender operable to communicate a first value of the

arbitration code for the second mess^e packet using the network and to determine the

network value, the second sender operable to compare the first value for the second

message packet with the network valueVo determine whether the second sender may

communicate the data packet for the second message packet using the network.

9. The device of Claim 1, whereinvthe message packet fiirther comprises a

destination code, the sender operable to commimicate the data packet to one or more

receivers as a point-to-point, multi-cast, or broadcastViessage according to the destination

code. \

10. The device of Claim 1, fiirther comprising a plurality of receivers also

coupled to the network, the message packet fiirther comprising a destination code having

values for a plurality of positions, each position corresponding to\a particular receiver, the

sender identifying one or more receivers for the message packet according to the values

of the positions cuuespuiidhiK lu the receivers.

1 1 . The device of Claim 10, wherein each receiver has an associated receive

code comprising values for a pluralky of positions, each position corresponding to a

particular receiver, each receiver operabl\ to receive the destination code and to compare

the value for at least one position of the destination code with the value for at least one

position of the receive code, each receiver otoerable to determine whether to receive the

dfita-packetaccording to the comp^isorT \
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12. The device of Claim \\, wherein at least one of the receivers is operable

to perform network snooping according to its associated receive code.
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13. A telecommunications deyice, comprising:

a local area network;

a plurality of receivers coupled to the network; and

a sender coupled to the net^^^^^and operable to generate a message packet

comprising a destination code and a da|t2t^pa?)ket, the destination code having values for

)n c'orp^spoia plurality of positions, each position corp^sponding to a particular receiver, the sender

\
operable to identify one or more receivers for the data packet according to the values of

the positions corresponding to the receiver^, the sender operable to communicate the data

packet to the identified receivers.

14. The device of Claim fSL wherein the device is a switching unit further

comprising a backplane and the network comprises a control bus.

15. The devices^ Claim 13, wherein the message packet is a physical layer

message packet and the data pacfc^comprises a message packet associated with a higher

level protocol selected from the group^consisting of;

Internet Protocol (IP);

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP);"

Usef-Batagiaiii Pioiucol (UDP).

16. The device of Claim 13, wherein the sender is operable to communicate

the data packet to ohe or more identified receivers as a point-to-point, multi-cast, or

broadcast message accordkjR to the destination code.

17. The device of Claimsl3, wherein the sender is operable to communicate

the destination code to each receiver ax^ each receiver has an associated receive code

comprising values for a plurality of positions^^ach position corresponding to a particular

receiver, each receiver operable to receive the destination code and to compare the value

for at least one position ofthe destination code v/itlrihe value for at least one position of

the receive code, each receiver operable to determine wn^her to receive the data packet

aricurd ing to the rnmp n ri snn
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18. The device of ClaiU 17, wherein at least one ofthe receivers is operable

to perform network snooping according to its associated receive code.
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19. A message packet for communication using a local area network within a

telecommunications device, comprising

a data packet; and
^

an arbitration code compi^

first value ofthe arbitration code op

be compared with a network value ti

data packet to the receiver using the ne work

message priority code and a sender address, a

be communicated using the network and to

whether the sender may communicate the

20. The^iessage packet of Claim 19, wherein the device is a switching unit

comprising a backplane^and the network comprises a control bus.

2 1 . The message pacl^ of Claim 19, wherein the message packet is a physical

layer message packet and the data p^ket comprises a message packet associated with a

higher level protocol selected from the gcpup consisting of:

Internet Protocol (IP);

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP);

"tfeei Datagram Protocol (UDP).

20

22 . The message packet of CI

code is operable to be communicated

network value.

19, wherein a second value of the arbitration

the network if the first value matches the

23. Tl^e message packet of Claim 22, wherein the first and second values of

the arbitration code aj;e selected fi"om the group consisting of:

first and second mis^age priority code values;

a first message prioritybqde value and a second sender address value; and

first and second sender addr^s^alues.

24. The message packet of Claim 19>&rther comprising a destination code,

30 the data packet operable to be communicated to one or^nore receivers as a point-to-point,

multi-cast, or broadcast message according to the destinatibn code.
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25, The message packet of Claim 19, further comprising a destination code

having values for a plurality of positions, e^€;h position corresponding to a particular

receiver, the values ofthe positions identifying one or more receivers for the data packet.

26. The message packet orOaim 25, wherein the value for at least one

position of the destination code is operable tb^t^e compared with a value for at least one

position of a receive code associated with a receiver^to^etermine whether the receiver

U2wtt-receive the data packet. =
-
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27. A method of communicating a data packet using a local area network

within a telecommunications device, compbising:

generating a message packet composing an arbitration code and the data packet;

communicating a first value of th^ ajfi^jtration code using the network;

determining a network value;

comparing the first value with the network value; and

determining whether to communicateUhe data packet using the network.

28. The method of Claim 27, wherein the device is a switching unit having a

10 backplane and the network comprises a control bus.

20

29. The method of Claim 27, wherein the message packet is a physical layer

message packet and the datajacket comprises a message packet associated with a higher

level protocol selected fi*om tft^ group consisting of

Internet Protocol (IP);

Transmission Control ProtoV>l (TCP); and

User Datagram Protocol (UDI

30. The method of Claim 27, wli^rein the arbitration code comprises:

a message priority code; and

a sender address.

25

3 1 . The method of Claim 27, wherein detero^ining whether to communicate

the data packet comprises:

determining that the first value does not match the network value; and

fh=*fTrmining nnt tn rommun irate the data packet.

32. The method of Claim 27,

the data packet comprises determining thai

method fiirther comprising communicatrt

/herein determining whether to communicate

;he/flrst value matches the network value, the

1 a second value of the arbitration code.
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3T tte method of Claim 32, wherein the first and second values of the

arbitration code arkselected fi^om the group consisting of

first and second message priority code values;

a first message priority code value and a second sender address value; and

5 first and second sender address values.

34. The method o^Claim 27, further comprising:

generating a second metssage packet comprising an arbitration code and a data

packet; \

communicating a first value ofthe arbitration code for the second message packet

using the network; \

determining the network value;\

comparing the first value for the second message packet with the network value;

and \

determining whether to communicateSthe data packet for the second message

packet using the network. \

35. The method of Claim 27, wherein the message packet fiirther comprises

a destination code, the method fiirther comprising conwiunicating the data packet to one

or more receivers as a point-to-point, multi-cast, or broadcast message according to the

destination code.

36. The method of Claim 27, wherein the messagejacket fiarther comprises

a destination code having values for a plurality of positions, each position corresponding

25 to a particular receiver, the method fiarther comprising identifying oVe or more receivers

for the message packet according to the values of the positions coi^esponding to the

receivets.
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37. The method of Claim 36, further comprising:

receiving the destination code,

comparing the value for at least on^osition ofthe destination code with the value

for at least one position ofa receive code, the receive code associated with a receiver and

comprising values for a plurality of positions, eachj)osition corresponding to a particular

receiver; and

determining whether to receive the data packet "fording to the comparison.

10

38.

accordrngtorthe receive code

The method of Claim 37, :^^rUier comprising snooping on the network

I = I

n t
a
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39. A methoaVf communicating a data packet using a local area network

within a telecommunications device, compnsmg:

generating a message pack^comprising a destination code and the data packet,

the destination code having values fOT^a plurality of positions, each of the positions

corresponding to a particular receiver;

identifying one or more receivers for the 3^a packet according to the values ofthe

positions corresponding to the receivers; and

communicate the data packet to the identified reb^ivers using the network.

40. The method of Cilaim 39, wherein the device is a switching unit having a

backplane and the network comprises a control bus.

. 15

4T The method of Cl^m 39, wherein the message packet is a physical layer

message packet and the data packet COT^prises a message packet associated with a higher

level protocol selected fi'om the group coh^isting of

Internet Protocol (IP);

Transmission Control Protocol (TCP); and^

Wsei Daiagi-am Protocol (UDP).

20

30

42. TheSmethod of Claim 39, wherein communicating the data packet

comprises communican^g the data packet to one or more receivers as a point-to-point,

multi-cast, or broadcast menage according to the destination code.

43. The method of Claiihs39, fiarther comprising:

receiving the destination code;

comparing the value for at least one pb^tion ofthe destination code with the value

for at least one position of a receive code, the recdtye code associated with a receiver and

comprising values for a plurality of positions, each potion corresponding to a particular

receiver; and

determining whether to receive the data packet according to the comparison.




